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April is Heartworm Awareness Month
IS HEARTWORM PREVENTION WORTH IT?
Courtesy of DVM360
Why should I spend money on it?
You get a lot more value for your prevention dollar than you realize.
You can protect your dog from a fatal heartworm infection for an entire
month for what you'd spend on a pastry and coffee at your favorite
coffee shop.
Many monthly medications also offer more than just heartworm
protection-- some protect against common intestinal worms too. That's
important to your pet's health as well as that of your family.
I still don't think I can justify spending money on it.
PREVENTING heartworms can be up to $1,100- $1,700 cheaper than
TREATING heartworms. Also, while heartworm disease in dogs can be
treated, the damage left by heartworms is forever.
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Fun With Your Kitty
I don't think I need it. Heartworms aren't that common around here.
Heartworms have been diagnosed in every state in the country. Even
in the cold months, there are lots of warm, protected spots where
mosquitoes can live.
1.) Heat is stored in concrete and asphalt and is released at night when
mosquitoes are active.
2.) Mosquitoes may find a warm spot in a hollow log or animal burrow to
ride out the winter.
3.) Thanks to sprinkler systems, birdbaths, and watering cans, there are
pockets of standing water everywhere where mosquitoes can breed.
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AND ENTER OUR RAFFLE FOR
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OR 1 YEAR'S WORTH OF
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ENTER TO WIN a $50 gift certificate to Harry's Alehouse in
Fredericksburg at the Harrison Crossing Center! Harry's is a locally owned
business and a fellow dog lover!
Fill out the entire crossword puzzle and send a picture of it to
lakewoodanimalhospitalvet@yahoo.com or drop it off at the front lobby. All
correct puzzles will be entered into the raffle.
On April 30th one entry will be randomly chosen as the winner!
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Don't forget to ENTER TO WIN a $50 gift certificate to Harry's Alehouse!
Try to get the answers on your own before "googling" it! Some of them may
sound familiar to you from your pet's last appointment. :)
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